‘Shabby Chic’
Cheque Book Invitation
Facebook 23.5.13

You wil l need:










‘Enfolio’ Cheque Book Cover (your chosen ‘Enfolio’
code will end in E-21)
‘Enfolio’ Cheque Book Paper Inserts (your chosen
Enfolio’ code will end in E-22)
’Marcella Jardin’ decorative paper (code P88-1)
25mm Satin ribbon (we used RIB-27-31 Khaki Col.80)
3mm Satin ribbon (we used RIB-01-36 Pale pink Col.70)
A4 sheet of card to make tags (your chosen
‘Enfolio’ cardstock will end in C-6)
Double sided tape or ATG tape and applicator gun
Super glue ‘gel’
Beautiful DL envelope of your choice (code ENV04)

1. Firstly print your perforated inserts. The bottom one will
be the perfect size but as you add each new layer trim 15mm
off each ‘Enfolio’ Cheque Book Paper Insert, (from the non
perforated end,) and format your print to fit.
2. Layer and stick the inserts on top of each other using the
double-sided tape or ATG so they are ‘stepped’ (see photo)
3. Cut your decorative paper to 9.5cm x 20.5cm and attach to
the front of the chequebook; gently run your finger down the
crease as you fold up the cover of the chequebook (3cm in from the ‘spine’ on the book).
4. To create the tag format a decorative border around the happy couple’s names and wedding date
(approx. 5.75cm x 3cm is about the right size) and fit as many repeats as you can on the A4
sheet/s of card. Print and cut out with a small trimmer or craft knife and metal ruler.
5. Matt and Layer the tag with card and decorative paper and punch a small hole (a normal hole
punch would be fine or an eyeletter if you have access to one), then loop your 3mm ribbon through
the tag and, holding the two ends together tie a knot around the 25mm ribbon, and trim the loose
ends short to hide behind the wide strip of ribbon.
6. Position the wide ribbon between the crease and the ‘spine’ and
pop a spot of super glue gel behind the ‘pinched’ area of ribbon
(this will secure the ribbon and stop the knot from showing/moving).
7.Secure the wide ribbon underneath the upper cover, (won’t be seen!)
8. Stick the insert ‘group’ into the cover with the perforations just
showing &glue the narrow area of the upper cover (between the crease and the spine)to the inserts
to hide the ribbon! Team with a stunning envelope and amaze your friends!
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W hat a treat t o receive!

